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LH bias for MJO maintenance 
Sfc RH bias
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mean state moisture bias degradation 
more like uncoupled models!more like coupled models!
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the MJO in coupled S2S models 
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topics for this talk 

•  intraseasonal surface fluxes in S2S models

•  upper ocean surface currents and MJO prediction skill

•  preview of modeling studies of ocean feedbacks to MJO 

prediction



the MJO in coupled S2S models 

time!

time, lead=1!
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observations!
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MJO skill assessment in forecast models:  traditional approach 

Lim et al. 2017!

time!



LH maintenance of MJO 

increasing reliance on surface fluxes 
with lead time (most models).!



LH contributions to MJO maintenance, propagation 

(reanalysis)
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LH bias in MJO maintenance 
Sfc RH biasLH:MSE bias LH:dMSE/dt bias



summary of coupled feedbacks in S2S models 

•  MJO propagation is present, but convection develops 
too slowly.


•  most models are over reliant on surface fluxes for MJO 

maintenance and/or propagation.

•  exaggerated surface flux feedbacks are rooted in 

atmospheric biases.



MJO prediction skill by surface current regime 

•  MJO westerlies drive persistent eastward equatorial surface currents.
•  enhanced current-driven ocean mixing reduces upper ocean heat content 

available to next MJO event.
•  Significant tendency for weak MJO events to be followed by strong MJO events, 

and vice versa.



identifying surface current regimes 
eastward neutral westward

expect weak MJO expect strong MJO??

only consider MJO events for ENSO-neutral conditions



how does surface current regime affect prediction? 
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ocean state 

eastward westward



atmospheric state 

eastward westward
eastward westward

eastward westward



the dilemma of assessing oceanic sources of predictability 

•  MJO simulation biases, including those associated with 
ocean feedbacks, are (first order) rooted in atmospheric 
biases.


•  oceanic sources of predictability (i.e., surface currents) 

may be overwhelmed by atmospheric sources of 
unpredictability (i.e., weak suppressed phase, 
unfavorable mean moisture state or winds).


•  how can we hope to understand ocean feedbacks to the 

MJO and its prediction?



conclusions 
•  in general, atmospheric biases dominate MJO prediction 

skill shortcomings.

•  apparent ocean feedbacks to MJO prediction skill may 

be rooted in boundary layer dry biases—the “ocean 
crutch” 


•  sensitivity experiments using a model with “reasonable” 
MJO-surface flux interactions can help quantify which 
ocean feedbacks are most important to MJO prediction.


•  results of model experiments can provide guidance on 

how to most effectively improve ocean or atmospheric 
models to better represent ocean processes in the MJO.



extra slides



ocean biases 
SST LH



LH biases 

LH delta-q



Sfc RH bias

2m RH biases in 5 S2S forecast models at 20-day lead



LH contributions to MSE maintenance, tendency 

(reanalysis)

L:  about right
R:  too weak
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